
Alabaster Elm   2123



Inspired by the natural beauty of elm, the pale yet striking hues of each plank within 
Alabaster Elm together with the beautifully recreated grain, knots and timber variations 
gives this traditional wood a contemporary and fresh look, ideal for any modern living space. 

Alabaster Elm   2123

100 x 16.6cm



Aspen   2124



For those households looking for a floorcovering with a real sense of style that retains the 
welcoming feeling associated with wood, Aspen is an ideal design. With its warm cream 
hues and slender linear patterning, Aspen helps to evoke a calming and restful sensation in 
any room, whilst appealing to modern, more contemporary interiors.

Aspen   2124

100 x 10cm



Norwegian Maple   2125



This wood pattern is designed to create a relaxed, serene interior. Encompassing 
fluid grain patterns with warming tones, the varying gold hues between each plank 
creates a natural, realistic feel intended to reflect the simplicity and sense of style 
typical of the Nordic region.

Norwegian Maple   2125

100 x 8cm



Natural Oak   2126



The exceptional beauty of this oak design speaks for itself. The untreated decoration 
of Natural Oak brings out the authentic character of the wood, complemented by 
pale honey tones to create a sense of warmth and depth. 

Natural Oak   2126

100 x 20cm



Blond Oak   2127



The striking plank size and detailed grain patterns within the Blond Oak design help to create 
a stylish, sophisticated floorcovering that is truly eye-catching. The natural oak shades and 
timber variations, given a reclaimed rustic twist, bring the wood’s character to life and provides 
the perfect base for any room.

Blond Oak   2127

150 x 20cm



Golden Oak   2128



Encapsulating a variety of deep warm honey tones within a slim plank design, Golden Oak 
reflects the same grain and tonal variations found in real oak flooring. The subtle contrasting 
hues give this more traditional wood pattern a stylish finish for a practical yet sophisticated 
appearance. 

Golden Oak   2128

100-50 x 6.25cm



Antique Herringbone   2129



The Antique Herringbone design is a perfect representation of a classic 
floorcovering. The light tan hues and hazelnut tones give Antique Herringbone 
a rustic feel, and the rougher grain and knots have been faithfully reproduced. 

Antique Herringbone   2129

71 x 14cm



Country Oak   2130



The heavy rustic wood pattern and rich cinnamon and caramel tones of Country Oak 
brings the character of this classic wood to life. The wider plank design gives the natural 
beauty of this wood pattern real presence, creating a striking and attractive base for more 
traditional interiors. 

Country Oak   2130

150 x 20cm



Antique Oak   2131



The extraordinary detail and realism of Antique Oak is truly exceptional. Natural rustic 
timber grains and varying dark chocolate tones evoke a sense of style and class, and the 
striking wide plank design further enhances the overall effect.

Antique Oak   2131

150 x 20cm



Sweet Chestnut   2132



The intricate combination of auburn, red and chocolate hues within each plank 
enhances the natural beauty of this traditional hardwood. Striking yet elegant, 
Sweet Chestnut has been expertly replicated in this classic wood design to enhance 
stylish and sophisticated interiors.

Sweet Chestnut   2132

60-40 x 10cm



Black Walnut   2133



The dark, velvety coffee tones and accentuated grain of Black Walnut, gives this 
design a distinct quality and character suited to high-contrast modern interiors. 
The slimmer plank width and intricacy of the design creates an ultra-realistic 
appearance, complemented by the authentic surface texture. 

Black Walnut   2133

58/42 x 10cm



African Mahogany   2134



Traditional both in style and appearance, African Mahogany provides a practical yet 
striking floorcovering ideally suited to contemporary settings as well as classically 
styled interiors. The rich chocolate tones and linear grain of this renowned wood 
pattern have been beautifully recreated, and the slimmer plank design creates 
attractive and stylish contrasts. 

African Mahogany   2134

100-50 x 6.25cm



Ebony   2135



With echoes of charcoal grey hues, this contemporary Ebony wood design when contrasted with 
more neutral furnishings and wall colours, brings any modern living space right up-to-date. 
The accurate representation of heavy timber grains, knots and contrasts between planks makes 
this a striking yet stylish floorcovering.

Ebony     2135

100 x 10/15cm


